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SIXTH FORM

A WARM,
FRIENDLY WELCOME
Our students are a diverse, supportive bunch.
It doesn’t matter where you took your GCSEs,
at Rugby High you will join students who look
forward to forming new friendships and who enjoy
new experiences. You might find yourself running a
company, organising a charity fundraiser or an overseas
expedition with other young people who, like you,
want to make the most of opportunities both in the
classroom and outside of it. Wherever you have come
from, you will soon feel at home here at Rugby High.

What are you
looking for from
your Sixth Form?

HELP IF THE GOING GETS TOUGH

ENGAGING LEARNING

At Rugby High, we’re here for you

Quality Teaching

Trips

Preparing for University

The more engaged you are with
your learning, the more effective
that learning is. Our teachers are
enthusiastic, knowledgeable and
experienced - our results prove that.

Trips and visits help to bring theory
learned in the classroom to life:
you might end up dissecting a thorax
in an operating theatre, measuring
longshore drift on Chesil Beach, or
visiting the Golden temple of Amritsar.

Debate, discussion and thinking for yourself are
encouraged in classes at Rugby High. You can choose
a subject combination that’s right for you and, if you
want to, add an EPQ, exploring a topic that really
grabs your attention and acquiring the research and
dissertation writing skills you’ll need at university.

Worries at school?

Dedicated Support

Perhaps you are worried about whether
you’ve chosen the right subjects, whether you
are making enough progress, or something has
happened outside of school which is making
it difficult to focus on school work. Our staff
are there to support students and offer help
whether that’s support with organisation,
academic questions or personal issues.

We know that getting help early makes a big
difference: that’s why we have a dedicated
Sixth Form Pastoral Team that includes school
counsellors and learning mentors. If you
need specialist support that we can’t provide
in school, we will put you in touch with the
external agencies that can provide it.

The teachers go beyond just doing their jobs.
They really want you to do well.
TAKING THE NEXT STEP
We acknowledge that there is a world of difference between studying for your GCSEs and
the more focused and academic rigour required of A Level study - we don’t want that to
be a leap, but more a sequence of supported steps. So we provide individual study skills
support to ensure you complete the full 2 year A Level qualifications with confidence.

I genuinely feel grateful
that I enjoy school.
It’s an environment that
I really do look forward to
coming to.

WHY CHOOSE RUGBY HIGH?
Rugby High gives me more
of a flavour of what there is to
do beyond school: activities,
clubs, speakers.
I now have a stronger sense of
what I enjoy and that is where
you can grow from.

One of the best state schools in the UK
A Levels: 89.4% A*- C in 2018
22% of students: at least three grade As or more
7 students taking up places at Oxbridge
11 mins Coventry/22 mins Northampton by train
Sixth Form Car Park

Right from the Open Evening, the school seemed more interested
in you as an individual and your well-being.

A CHANCE TO REALISE YOUR DREAM
Thinking about the future

You may have your future all mapped out.
You may know exactly what you want to do
when you leave school and what grades you
will need to do it. At Rugby High our teachers
have many years of experience of preparing
students for A levels. We invest in their
training so that they keep up to date with
changes and are in the best possible position
to guide you and help you to get the grades
you need to realise your dream.

WHAT OUR STUDENTS SAY ABOUT RUGBY HIGH

Not sure what you want to do when you
leave school? Don’t worry. Lots of other people
feel like this. There will be plenty of chances
to explore a wide range of options before you
decide. Activities like Next Steps Day enable
you to meet people from different jobs and find
out what they do and how they got to do it.
You may not have a dream right now, but we
look forward to helping you to discover what
it might be.

The school prepares you for life outside
without you realising. You interact and talk
to teachers more and then you take those
characteristics beyond school.

Everyone in school wants the
same thing, the same goal: to reach
our full potential. To be the best they
can possibly be.

I now have a
stronger sense of what I
enjoy and that is where
you can grow from.

You can see the dedication
of our teachers – not just in the
classroom but outside it too.

To find out more about
Rugby High, look at our website
www.rugbyhighschool.co.uk
or better still, come and visit us.
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